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Traditional maps
Representation of situated reality with precise conventions



Apprehension of the space 
and the environment

Montello, D. R., Goodchild, M. F., Gottsegen, J., and Fohl, P. (2003). Where’s downtown? : Behavioral methods for determining referents of vague spatial queries. Spatial Cognition & 
Computation, 3(2-3):185–204.



Recent evolutions
technical..., yes but also social, political, and 
economical
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Social
user-generated content, co-production, participatory



Political
policies for sustainable behaviors, open data initiatives



Economical
New models with open APIs and softwares (database, GIS, 

statistical and visualization frameworks)



Implications

• People in contact with an interplay of 
physical and digital contexts (hybrid spaces)

• Deliverance from authorities data and 
representations of the physical

• Grassroot initiatives

• Access to data produced from people 
interactions with soft infrastructures



Paris Through Velib’
Openly accessible data



Real-time Rome
Aggregated cellphone network traffic data



Maps to engage



Image courtesy of Timo Arnall

Utility
Practical explorations and operational research



Real-time awareness
action, decision making and feedback loop



Image courtesy of Sense Networks

Match affinity with proximity
my map, my environment, my taste, my people



The end of the ephemeral
accumulation of evidences, confront policies and behaviours



The end of the ephemeral
photographers leave information of their visits...



The end of the ephemeral
value of the act of communication



The end of the ephemeral
...partners of photographers as well



The end of the ephemeral
multiple views one one phenomena

Visitors in Rome city center (Sept-Nov. 2006)
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Measures of dynamics

Barcelona, Puerta del Angel, February 2009 In collaboration with BitCarrier



Evaluate strategies
attractiveness of the NYC Waterfalls





Process







The CRS indicator compares the (normalized) activity of one area of 
interest with respect to the overall activity of the city.

Comparative relative strength



PlaceRank determines the centrality of a location within a set of areas of interest 
based on the amount of digital footprints generated in each area and the traces 

that connect them

PlaceRank





New practices
in disciplines that touch the physical character of the world 
and humand activities. More to explore in this workshop



engineers, architects, urban designers, psychologists, 
economists, social scientists, entrepreneurs, lobbyists, artists



Privacy issues
opaque processes, trade-off, perfect surveillance system 



Imperfect mirror to reality 
technological limitations, sense what is cheap to sense



Spatial uncertainty
vagueness, space made made of pins instead of surfaces



New practices
field observations



• Ethnographic study with 12 informants

• Procedure: artifact model, semi-structured 
interviews, coding

• Focus: acquisition, expectation gap, evolution

Co-evolution of taxi 
drivers with their satnav



Ecosystem of artifacs



Every extension is [also] 
an amputation*

• Automation of wayfinding reduces 
argumentation with customers; affects the 
learning of the city

• Aspects of imperfections as the routine part 
of the convenience of computers: Strategies 
to assess the uncertainty in the information

see Marshall McLuhan’s "The Medium is the Message"



New practices
assessing the quality of the geoinformation



Take-aways
• Technical, social, political and economical eco-

evolutions lead to the enrichement of hybrid 
spaces

• New maps to represent the hybrid; no 
conventions, bottom-up initiatives

• New practices, new apprehensions of the space, 
end of ephemeral, engage, measure, evaluate, 
confronte

• Utility from taxi drivers to urban planners and 
policy makers

• Beware of the trade-offs and the amputations



Thank you


